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Rationale and Theoretial Framework

The English as a Second Language.Assessment Battery (ESLAB) was de-
veloped to meet the need for a valid and reliable criterion-referenced
instrument to asess the English language proficiency skills of second-
ary bilingual students. A Wingual spudent is defined as one who lives
in a two language environment; regardless of how,well heishe speaks the
languages (Zintz, 1975). The Instrument is designed td-assess both
receptive (Listening/reading),and expressive (speakingjwriting) language

skills. It was intended to he used to place studenes according to pre-
establishedentry level categories in appropriate levels for meaningful
instruCtion in English as a Second Language (ESL) and reading.

Need.for Language Proficiency Assessment

Several interrelated issues contributed to raising the current con-

)
':'erns for language proficiency assessment. Among them were achievement,
-the ha'phazard placement of minority students in educational programs,

,legislative.develapments, and the personal experience OfT working vith
bilingual students and teachers. In establishing the frame of -reference

for the ESLAB study, each aspect was considered.

Achievement. The educational,achievement of the Iniguistic minority
student was found to be "consistently t;elow the achieleinent of the total
national age population" (National Assessment," 19774. p.,5). Among the
contributing factors to this sit.uation wlere and totytinue to be language,
sociocultural diffgrences, amount of schodling, as well as stietal atti-
tudes toward the non-native English speanr. This eduCational situation
went virtually unacknowledged until a government analysis of the school

achievement of Mexican-America'n'students in/ihe.Southwest demonstrated
that 8.1 was the average years of schooling for stsudents 14 years of age
and older (U.S. Comm., "Unfinished Education," 1972). Parallel school
achievement problems haV'e been reported' for other Hispanic, Asian, and

Native American groups 0.S. Comm., *erto Ricans," 1976; Lau .vs. Nichols,
1974; U.S. Comm. "Social Indicators" 1978). Statistics on-the school
drop-out or "push-out" rate of stpAents from non-Englistr speaking back-
grounds also underscored the intensity of the need fot re-adsessment of
the,educational situation'("Theay We Go To School," 1970; U.S. Comm.,

'!Excluded Student," 1972; Stel r, 1974).

/
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Placement. Inappropriate placement as a result of indiscriminate
English lssessment procedureg inv.blving intelligence tests also drew at-
tention to the educational needs of the linguistic minority student. A

%classic example'of this practice was dbcumented in Mercer!s (1971)
,jd.vevside, California, study of the labeling process..

In the Psychological Testing,of American Minorities (1975), Samuda
explored the raMifications of rel ing on intelligence and achievement
test results in the case'of minority studefits. He analyzed the testing
controversy and pointed out ikhat although tests have not proven to. be a
panacea, they will most probably not be abolished.

\s

Fi,shman et. al. in the Guidelines for Testing Minority troup Chil-.
dren (1964) identified three major issues when using standardized teSts
with minoriTX students:

1". Test results may not reliably differentiate among minority
group icores;

2. Test results may not be predictive for the minority,group
student as they may be for the middle-claSs student;

3. Test results should be interpreted by a professional who
is-aware of the language and sociocultural background of
the .stucients. Samuda summarized Tistiman's.cOncerg in /
stating that'"good test usage depends upon consci4ntibus,
methodological, and critical examination of test st/Ores"

,(1). 17).

/De Avila and Wassy (1974) stress that loW level perlormance may
only be a reflecti6h of minimal knowledge of the langufige, non-maStery
of EnDish reading skills and/or unfamiliarity with tfieSculttire,of the
test rather th'an an index of actual intelligence. Or:these reasons,
lankuageand Fultural background should be considered beforejising stand-
ardized intelligence and-achievement measures as indices ofj)otential.
The level of Epglish language proficiency and the degree.of familiarity
with testing Orocedures should be taken into account before using any
type of standardized English achievement test whickmay be used for

,-piacementApurposes,

Legislative Developments. The offiCial recogn tion'of language
minorities occurred in 1968 when CongresS passed. the Bilingual Educa-
tion Act Title VII as an amendmnt to'the 1965 Elementary and Secondary
Education Act. This landmark legislation stipulated that a program,of
instruction be designed to "teach children in English awl,to teach in
(the-nAive) language so they can prOgress efffectively throuth school"
(Bilingual Education: An' Unmet Need," 1976,A). 11). In this definitioni,
't is obvious-that language was a,unique component.to be considered.

Language was_also found to be important in the education of
limited English-speaking students in the/1974 San Francisco court,N



case of-Lau vs. Nichols. In complying1t4ith the court's opinion, the San,
Francisco Unified SchooDistrict with a citizen's task force designed
guidelines for school districts to'follow in the case o. the studehts
whose "home language is other than English." Some months laterpngress
codified the decision as part of the Equal Educational Opportunity Act

1974 (Teitelbaum and Hiller, 1977) and the Office of Civil.Rightloir-,
adopted guidelines-which have come:to be known as the Lau Remedies (
Force" 1975).. They specify that studentt through'langua e usage question-
tionnaires be identified as:

A. Monolingual speaker-of the language other than English
B. Predominantly 'speaks the language' other than English
.C. Bilingual
D. Predominkntly speaks 'English
E. Monolinglial speaket of English

s.

Based on the general category in which a 'student fa1lS1',, educational pro-
grams are then designed-and'matched to student needs. 1

,While the Bilingml Education Act revisions of 1974,and the Lau
Decision (1974), at the federal level,,support the efforts of bilingual
eduoators, Congress.continues to.press for results which will validate
the government's efforts to support bilingual students in the educational
process. Specifically, statistical c4ta that'doctoments the effects of
bilingual education is sought. For this reason, in the extension of the*
Bilingual Education Act,thiough'the Education Amendments of19751, there
is an effort to clarify who is to be.serviced through lilingu'al education.
Students.who are eligible fo,r bilingual education, according to the new
regulatirms, are no longer defined' as beipg of 'fllimited English-speaking
abilityfl but rather to be Of English,pt.oficiency" (Education
Amendments,1978, p. 69). This alteration in definitiomefocuse'S the
previous emphasis on proficiency apart from literacy. In other words,
language profitiency accorcring to the amerdments includes All language

i.e.,- listening, speaking,'reading, and writing.

Experience with Bilingual Tea...hers1' Prior to legislative mandates,
the exper.ience of working with bilingual students strongly demonstrated

need to,organize an,approach to language competency Assessment. While
several govbrnmental,agenciek_CForeign Service Institute, FSI; Central .

Intelligence Agency, tIA; &the Civil Service Commission, CSC) have
developed a model for ass4ssment of second language competence fo aclutts

,learning foreign languages (fones and Spolsky, l975), a uniform p'rocedute
has yet to be developed foi- educators attempting'to assess language com-
petente of studentv in bilingual and/or other programs of instruction for4
language minority4ersons. The reality in the past hAs been that the in-
dividual clasrgom teacher who attempted to diagnoSe language skills has
done so on'an individual basis rather than as part of'an organized meth-
odological procedure. Additionally,.as previoUSly discussed:the inter-
related issue of identifying adequate as well as valid test instruments
have complicated the process. For although numerous formal and informal
instruments to assess language competence exist, they are seldom compre-
hen,itve or organically integrated, in design (Silverman, Noa, and Russell,
1977; Gthtierrez and Rosenbach, 1975). 'Also, few have been found to be



designed,for secondary srudents. 'This has created problems for the
classroom teacher desiring to(assess.students' linguisticcompetencies.
Not en15.; must skills be catalogued, but appropriate tests must be found.
-As a result, the assessment procedure employed by a majority of second-,
ary bilingual teachers has been random. It has lacked uniformity in the
skills considered significant and in the instruments used to measure
theM. Finally, 'the proce,ss has been found to)be time-consuming and re-
dious for the classroom teacher who needed an expedient method for asses-
sing the strengths and.weaknesses of bilingual students (Gonzales, 1979)./
The S lection of Lanpage Proficiency S*ills

#.

To date, the aSsessment of language proficiency of bilingual stu-,

dents has been difficult for two major reasons:

1. Inadequate identification'of specific language proficency
skills necessary to determine the bilingual student's abil-
ity to perform in a'mondlingual or in a bilingual classroom,
CCummins, 1p79); Gonzales (1979) confirms this perspective
in stating0"There is no general agraement among educators
and/or linguists asito wEat constitutes'eitebr the partic,-*
ular functionalities of language which impinge significantly
on sohool learning, the structures which situationally may
affect it, or the specific skills which should be the minima
at,a given age or:grhde" (p. 13) .

2. Lackoof. identification of pro4n, va id, and reliable stand-'
ardized and/or criterion-referenced ts that measure lin-,
guistic competencies of secondary tqlingual, students in
native languages and in English (Silverman,\Noa, Russell,
1977): '4

In analyzing the skills of listeniag, speaking, reading, and' writing,
Ldban (1963), HOrow4z and Berkowitz (1967), Chastain (1976), Wilkinson
(1971), Wilkinson an4 Stratta (1970), Moscovici (1967), and Higgins (1978)
indii±ated that thete:are interrelationshipt among the lour language skill
areas: The results,of the cited studies.demonstraied that the receptive
and expressive language areas require mastery of separate and somewhat
differ'ent skills.

What was to be asseSsed was considered through a review of commonly
used terms in language assessment: language dominance, language profi-
ciency, and commu:nicatiye compe e. Language dominance was found
generilly to refer-to oral Com,O.ce. Language proficiency, on the,
other hand, was 0ound ro refer to both oracy and literacy skills.

.

Communicative competence was found to refer toc-che social and cultural
v.-,.

knovledge an individual is presumed to have enabling him/her to interpret ,

,lral:andtor linguistic forms in a specific situation. These distinCtions
were made in an effort to identify the areas of language that shduld be
considered in the development of the.ESLAB. ,

Other considerations included the selec-tion of a testing philosophy
and test type;, Since the purpose of the'ESLAB Was to assess language



skills in the four skill areas, both discrete point and integra4Ve- phi-,
losophies were found to be relevant. Applying this dual approaOcto,lan-
guage assessment, atperson's ability to communicate orally orlii writing
ill a particular situation, as well as the ability to manipulate the com-
ponentS of language in oral and written form,. *ere taken intoconsidera-

, tion. One'other major decision in the develppment of theESLAB was the
one to adopt a criteion-referenced format. Although a language profi-
cienov instrument could be either norm- or criterion-refer6nced, the pur-
pose of the ESLAB seemed more in tune'with a criterioreferenced in-
stnumentation. This decision influenced both the design and the develop-
ment of the test.

An adapted version of Cohen's (1975) model (Figure 1) was presented
as the theoretical frarle of reference. This modelwas alppted because
it demonstrated the interrelationships among the language areas. As
shown ip the model, oracy and literacy skills.are components of the re-
ceptive and expressive language areas. The model exemplifies the inter-
relationships among the language skills, the language components,-the
language varieties, and the language. domains. As illustrated, although
the langdage components are essential for the communicative process,
they should not be thOught of in isolation from e specific purpose of
using language at any One time_ The language co4ponents necessary for
-producing meaningful language include knowledge df the sound system
IpilOnemes). for oral language and comprehension of the Orthographical
system (graphemes) for written language. Language use requires fami-
liarityiwith vocabulary.(lexicon), interhalifation of .grammatical struc-
tures or rules of langUage usage (syntax), and the ability to attacti
meaning to referents (semantics). Most important is pragmatics or the
ability to process sequences of linguistic components and relate them

. to Hce' hroadPr context of experience 19T0). The other aspects
lan7:.aae that are illustrated*in rigure I aie the languas.re domaipp

or context within which language can be described and the language
variety or type of language that can be used 'in diverse geC,graphical
iucations or within the same spe ch community or communities 'Fishman. 972).

1

It is seen that the language skills considered essential for com-
munication are listening, speaking, reading, and writing. In ,pssence,
the figure demonstrates the variety of potential interrelationships

, among the skill.areas and the language components.

Language Processing

The theoretical aspects of the language processing skirls and their
relationship.to language proficiency assessment were also described
through a model, Figure 2. -$It was developed in order to illAtrate the
major cognitive functions necessary to process language. Both cognitive
and affective processes were considered. The ability to receive and
manipulalte language for communication purpose requires that an indivi-
dual have the ability to attend, perceive, and remember phonological,
lexical, and syntactical aspects of e.ceived language Cinput). Through
the succesful process of synthesizing the input and normal motor control,
expressive language (output) becomes possible (McLaughlin, 1978). While
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this analysis is somewhat simplified, for those concerned with language
proficiency, knowledge of the aspects involved ip proceS ing language is
important. This consideration becomes particularly neces ary when a stu-
dent being asstssed for language proficiency seems to tvidence problems
related to processing rather_than to laliguage itself.

The affectivt forces of self-concept, motivation, and attitude also
,influence to what extent' individuals activate their potential to manip-
ulate language as a tool for communication. These factors are further
dilocumented in second language (L2) acquisition studies (Gardner and
Lambert, 1971; Ervin-Tripp, 1974; Taylor, 1974), *here it is demonstrated
that these internal forces greatly interact to influence the acquisition
of competence in the native language,(L1) as well as in a second languagt
(L2). With regard to the affective components, it is useful to keep in
mind that self-concept,.totivation, and attitude can be modified through
internal and/or eXternal changes.

The ESLAB Pilot Test

The ESLAB instrument was developed with a.recognition of the inter-
relationship of native-and second language skills. iummins (1979) pro-
vided understanding of this relationship through his theory of interdfe-
pendence. He pointed out that "development of competence in a second
language (L2I is partially a function of the type of competence already
developed in L1,,when intensive exposure to L2 begins" (Cummins, 1979,
p. 222). Through.several 'studiet it was found that the abstract control
of language wasmost important in facilitaIing second langdage acquisi-
tion. Literacy skills in the native langauge were found to play a par-
ticularly important,role in arriving at a threshold level of language
that Would allow the'potentially beneficial'aspects of bilingualism to
be exhibited. For this teason, although the'ESLAB was designed to assess
English language skills, it has been strongly recommended that its admi-
nistration be accompanied by a native language examination.

The.completion of the ESLAB pilot test version took approximately
two years. The proces4,involved the development of objectixes and,se-
lection of a technique,most appropriate to meet the stated objectives.
The content base was selected from curriculum being used in ESL and bi-
lingual programs. Linguisti and cultural backgrounds of the potential
students to beaSseSsed werealso taken into account.

The materials developed for the pilot test version were the ESLAB
Manual, Handbook, and-Scoring Charts. Each component was briefly des-
cribed. The ESLAB recePtive components included the Aural Comprehension
Test, the Strt-ll Competency Test and the InformaltReading Inventory.
The ESLAB expressive componentS included the Oral Screenillg Test, the
Oral Competency Test, the Dictation Exercisit, and the Writing Sample,

ESLAB Sliores: Derivation and Interpretation.

Ih scoring the ESLAB the test administrator first tabulates' student
results. Once the student's performance is ranked accAding to the
indivldual scoring criteria; the total points are compared to the



criterio ,for establishing ESL and reading levels (Table 1). Test
components are all translated into levels except for tIA Oral
Screening Test which is scored as pass/fail. Based on ov4ra11

results, a language profile for each student is es:tablistied for
placing students into instructional groupings.

The rationale supporting the need for a hierarchically arrang
entry-level criteria was based on.curricular considerations, expe
with bilingual students, the research which suggests that th re iS'a.
threshold level of language competence which must be attaine# in order
to avoid cognitive deficits and to allow the potentially beifeficial as-
pects of bilingualism to affect cognitive functitning'Oaummins, 1977;'
1979), and the research indicatirk that there is a hierarchy of lan-

,

guage skills (Chastain, 1976).

The levels are defined in terms of the test authors' experience in
working with bilingual students. They are: Beginner I,,Beginner 114
Intermediate I, Intermediate II, and Advanced. Table 1 provides a-.sum-
mary of the criterionfor the entry level categories.

Table 1
Criterion for Establishing ESL and Reading Levels

Le'vel

Beginner

Beginner II

Interpediate I

Intermediate II

Advanced

ESL (L2) English Reading_
-

Illiterate student!in Ll
.may or may not have aural/
oral L2 skills

,

Literate student in Ll
may'or may'not have, aural/
oral L2 skills

Literate student in Ll has' Reads at 2nd gr. level
basic aural/oral English
skills, limited L2 literacy .

skills

Literate student in Ll has Reads at 3rd-Sth grl
basic aural/oral L2 skills, level

limited English literacy'
skills

Literate student in LI,
literate in English Reads on grade level

The beginners levels are subdivided, in order to accommodate two very
differently equipped types of studenTs::, Beginner I. is for students who

may or may not be conversant in EnglIsh, The common denominator for this

9



group is the lack of literacy skills in either the native ',(1,1) or in

the second language (L2). Beginner II includes students'yho may or

maynot possess aural/oral skills in .English, but who are literate

to at least a second grade'level in their native langUage. Inter-

mediate I'students are defed as tlio,se students who have aural/oral

skills in English and who capable of reading English 'at 2nd grade

level.: Intermediate students possess aural/oral Inglish skills and

are able to read in English at 3rd-to 5th zrade level. Advanced stu'-

dents possess aural/oraI English- skills and can read on grade level.

Description of the ESLAB Tests

. Oral Screening (0.5.) Test. The Oral Screening Test is composed of

'10 informatiollal questions. It determining a studeq's performance, com-
prehension and production are'evaluated on a parallel rating scale by the

test administrator,. Administered individually, it is tape recorded in

order tolacillJtate scoring. Judgement is made on how well the student

'comprehends information and is able to respond appropriately. Comprehen-

sion is detertiined,by a student's ability to respond accurately (but tot

necessarily in extended discourse); .A parallel procedure is followed for

evaluating-a student's overall production. The overall performance level

is based on the actual number of correct responses defined by a predeter-

mined criteiqe. Scored on a pass/fail basis, it is recommended that stu-

dents mho-pass the Oral Interview continue:to the Gal Competency Test,

Oral Competency (0.C.), Test. The.Oral.Competency Test was based on

a quasIrealisti'c activity and Was designed to assess a student's degree

of' oral competency through the oral interpretation of a visual stimulus.

Questions concerning the visual stimulus were developed by the authors

in order to assess overall communicAive competence. The test'is admi-

nistered individually and,a tape recorder is recommended to facilitate

evaluation of the student's discourse: Theperformance level is based

on ratings'Of the student's overall control of phonology, vocabulary,

,gramMar, and fluency as.defined on a predetermined criteria. Upon com=

pletion.of the test,,all students, regardless of the score, continue

with the.Aural ComprehensiOn Test. This,is recommended.because often in

=the caSe'of -second language learners aural'co rehension far exceeds pro-

ductive abilities (Chastain, 1976).

Aural Comprehension (A.C'.) Test. The Aural Comprehension Test. was

specifically designed to asSess listening comprehension. ' It was modeled

on the Pillsbury, Thrasher, Upshur (1963) Aural Comprhension Test. The

sentefn structures in this test were.selected. as a guide because they

were,rePrdlentative of those necessary to function in English. The ESLAB

Aural ComPrehension Test consists.of 25 statements. Each statement is

accoMpanied by,four picture frams from which the studpnt selects the

appropriate piCture... It is administered as a group'test and scored accord-

ing to the'number of correcuresponses. The overall performance level is

based on the actual number of correct responses as defined by the pre-

determined criteria. Regardless of the.achiev*d level, it is recommended

that students Progress to the Dictation Exercise so that basic liter-

acy skills level can be assessed.

r

Dictation Exercise 1D.E.). Dictation involves the examination of a -

111



student's English listening and writing skills or, mote specifically, a
studenr's ability to reproduce sounds, structures, vocabulary, and sto-
ries. It consists of 12 words and a short paragraph. The words used
were taken from the Dale-Chall (1948) word list. Administered as a group
test, it requires that students write th4 list of words and short
paragraph. The performance level is determined by ratiritg' the student's
control of word usage,spelling, and grammar as definedf.on a predeter-
mined criteria. Oiler's (1970),study indicated that the student's per-
formance was an indication of the ability to recognize Phonological and
orthographical structure of the English language. Thus, if the,student
does not perform well on tjie dictation exercise, two possibilities sIcould
be explored: either the student is liteTate in his/her native language
but needs aural/oral drill before being ,atle to read and write in English,
or the student is assumed to be illiterate in any language while 'he/she may
or may not posses. .a high degree of aural/oral,skills in English. Stu-
dents functioning at a Beginner II level on both the Aural Comprehension,
Ti-st and the Dictation Exercise are considered to be sufficiently liter-"
a:e to,continue with the Structural Competency' Test.

Structural Competency (S.C.) Test. The Structural Competency Test
was developed to measure knowledge of English syntactical structureS re-
quiring students to visually ,identify the syntactical patterns of EngliSh.

--.,,, This test is modeled after the-Michigan Aural Examination (Pillsbury et.
19631 and the English Sentence Structure,curriculum developed by

ohn et. al. (1971).' Thesereferences used by bilingualland ESL teach-
ers as a guide for teaching English structures provided the guidelines
for the structures selected. In its administration, the student is given
a structure and four multiple choice responses from which to select. The
student's performancs is evaluated according to the actual number of cor-
-t responses as de(ined by a predetermined criteria. It is recommended

-hat students functioning,at an Intermediate I level or above continue to
the Informal Reading Inventory (IRI).

.1,

Informal Readdlig Inventory CURI). The ESLAB Informal Reading'Inven-\
tory (IRI) consists of a set of eight original passages whictrange in
length from 30 to 200 words,. The Fry C19681 and Dale-Chall (1948) read-
ability formulae were used to level the passages from primer to eighth
grade: Ten multiple choice questions for each passage were constructed
in order to evaluate the student's comprehension level. They were based
on Barrett's Taxonomy (3mith and Barrett, 1974). The IRI is administered
as a group test. :Students read the graded stories silently and then
answer the questions at the end of each selection. They are advised to
stop when they no longer comprehend.

The overall reading level is 'then established using the following
criteria: Independent: 95-100%; Instructional: 75-9496; Frustration:
0-74%. Students with,an instructional level of at least second grade,

/Intermediate I,level, are asked to complete the Writing Sample. This
procedure is recommended because students who are not capable'ofreaaing
should not be forced to independently constrUct g written passage.

e

Writing Sample CW.S.1. Constructed as an unfinished story, The ESLAB
Writing Sample starter was taken from.the book The Spider PlanSpeevack,
19681. The test is administered as a group test and the performance

Ji



'level isodetermined through an evaluation of the student , control of

word us'age, spelling, grammar, and organization.

Although the skills examined by the ESLAB tend to overlap, the tests
havej)een arranged according to the difficulty invalyild in producing
language. Students are asked to listen and speak, and then read and

write. The, ESLAB Tables of Specifications (rables ".4 and ;3) outline the

skills Assessed in both the receptive and expressive areas.

Table 2
letAB 'r. t foscificat=tem

laprorive ear,

Skill Test lehrtorel Cbjecaves
-is .
lisbc of

itass pC obiacrive
itize.aua

MX*
Response

ever
Teat
Twpr

tirtantre
Inuitins

Oral
Given 10 oral quiwadere. the
student will be able to cor
preand end verbalise ono-
priate riaponer .

10 , ore. ono. Thrbe..
as::Scr eri ng

Oraloxenor,
r Presents/a with a picture. the

sorra 14.11 be able to reeprz4
=elle to questions. indica-
tins 'ability to oterrrarel AO
verbalise tillsina opropriAta
petrology, woo, wooraelac7. '
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,
klcA1idation of the ESWAB

c

tI ITrorder'to validat. e the ESLAB t sts, pilot testing was conducted
ir i,lin. inner city area comprised:of a large Hispanic.population.:Ini-:
.1..ial1y, the examiners,con'sisting ofbilingual and ESL teachers'were
trained in the administ-i-on and scoring of,the battery, through ,three
teacher.training workshops. Theh a sample 6f 59 Hispabc bilingual stu-

* ?-

dents ages 12 to 45.-.-seventh and eighth graders-- wa tested. When all
the data had'been cciflecd,'.the results for each of the seven testt were.
analyzed. Item analysis was- performed and valltity and reliability were
established.,

Item Ahalysis. Testing expert's (Thorndike'and Hagen, 1969; Popham,
1971; Litchman, 1973; Sax, 1974) varied

. in opinion as to the appropriate-
procedure for item analysis of criterion-referenced measures. For this
reason, item analysis for the Receptive and Expressive areas of the ESLAR
was based upon the test, developert judgement of appropriate procedures
and empirical data. For the receptive area, the difficulty index-Ci.e.

-1,,r

the percentage (p) of studentsT oTrectly responding to am item) and the
discrimination irtidex., (i.e.,-,t -elatien betw4en item and overall'test,

results or the pbifti biserial corTelation (RPB))were obtained. The,p
and the RPR values are described in Table 4.

le 4
Ttem Analvsis,S ESTAt ReCeptive Subtests.

a
P

RPBb.

Aural Comprehension Test

Structural toMpetency Test

Informal Reading Inventory

1.7-64.4%

0.0-69.S%

.08- 67

-.01-.47

00-.70

n = 59 a

b
Percentage or difficulty index
Point biserial correlation

IP

The results indicated that items on the Aural Co4rehension Test
were easy in contrast to the results of the Structural-Competency and
Informal Reading Inventory. Overall student performance on the Aural
Comprehension Test was high, fndicating that students had mastered the
content. The significantly lower performance on the other two tests
indicated that students' aural' skilloOt were much stronger than was their

ability to read and write.

For the ekpressive subtts which are evaluated on a stating scale,

the anal$rsis for each item #as ,:-iewed according to how each student per:-

formed on the basis of the riteria.

! :3



For the Expressive Area, itet quality was indicated fy a high cor-

relation between subtests and the total score of each-test (Nelson, 1974).

Students were rated on-a scale from poor to excellent. The results in-
,

dicated whether the high achievers'on each4tem were the high achievers,
on the specific test. The only test exemilred from this. process was the

Oral Screening Test, which was rateli on a pass/fail basis. The item

analysis results are summarized on Table 5:

Table 5
Item Analysis Summary - ESLAB Expressive Subtests

Ratings

Oral Competency Test

Vctation Exerci'se

Writing Sample

--.,

Poor. Fair Good Excellent

7.70 17.48 53.30 23.33

14.70 25.80 35.03 6.62

6.45 48.72 .16.10 6.35

n 59

Item discrimination for each of the four'tests,was significant at

111)(.01. Overall, studen s-performed better on aural/oral tests than the

-literacy tests.

Validity. Validity is the extent to which a test measures what it

purports to measure (Heaton, 1975). For the ESLAB, validity was based

on curricular and empirical analyses (Green, 1975). Curricular consider-

4k-1-Ons included face and content validitylanalyses. These were deter-

mined by having examiners and examinees ealuate the tests and by having

language and reading experts examine each of the items. In most cases,

items were rated favorably; _where they were,not; suggestions were made

for altering the items. Empirical analysis'was arso of two types. The

firs,was predictive validity for which Kendall's tau, (Nie, et. al.,

1975) Was used to correlate each.test compo4ent's level results (Tables'

6, 7, and 8) with four Teacher Estimates (r.E.) and ESL report card grades.

Results indicated positive correlations at p 4.01 in most cases. The

second type was concurrent validity (Table 9), used only for the IRI. A
Pearson Coefficient indicated a high correlation or close Telationship
between the IRI and the other three reading tests indicating that they
may'have produced similar'results. The Teacher 'Estimate had a negative
correlation with the IRI possibly because teachers tended to underesti-
mate students reading levels.



Table 6

ESLAB Tests
Predictive Validity CorrelatOns Between Teacher Estimates, Level
Performance in the Expressive\Language Area Tests, ancLESL Grades

Teacher Estimates Level Performance ESL°
GradesTeaCher/Component O.C. D.E. W.S.

1 O.C.

W.S.

.30893**

.38769*.

.24947*

,41657**

O.C. .34174*,

D.E. .44880** .48658** .32423** 37693**

W.S1 .37337** 36109**

O.C. .25211** .32598**
D.E. .23859**

It
4

W.S,

0.C. .75003** .45560**
D.E. .51110**
W.S.

Tabke 7

ESLAB Te:Its

Predictive Validit. Gorrelations Betvieen Teacher Estimates, Level
Performance in the Receptive Language Area Tests, and ESLIGrades

Teacher Estimates
Teacher/omponent

Level Performance

A.G.
S.C.

fRI

2 A.C.
S.C.

IRI

S.C. IRI

ESLo
Grades

.2509* .41850**

.33405** .25874*
.35967**

.35714* .28360*

.4865§* .32880** .37693**

.57050** .34568** .24301*

A.C.
S.C. .32931**

IRI .34397**

4 .65049** .50581**
S.C. S.

IRI

.29860**

n = 59

%

0English as a Second Language



Table 8
Preidictive Validity Correlations: Receptive and Expressive

ESLAB Subtests Results with ESL Grades

Rec ep/t iv e

A.0 .

S.C.

IRI

'ESL Grades

.4

Expiessive ESLo'Grades

662**

.25200**

.37600**'s-1

0.C.

D.E.

W.S.

.25923

.29942**

.23347**

59
p.01

English as a Second Langtfage

Table 9
C nf r aoncurrent Validity for 'the ESLAB Reading,Invento

4

Cloze -2 Stanford Diagnostic Teacher
,Test Reading Test Estimate

Informal R ading
Inventor,

Clo,e Test

Stanford Diagnostic
Reading Test

.7484" 6203**

.6105* .3577

..4248*

n = 59

37p C.OS

Reliability. Reliability is defined as the accutacy with viiich a
test measures whatever it is intended to measure Crhorndike and Hagen,
1969). For the ESLAB, two types of reliability indices, internal con-
sistency and interrater reliability wereobtained. The index of inter-
nal consistency "is an index of the consistency of the subtests, or the
degree to which the subtests measure the same thing" (Pelson; 1974, p.
280). In other words, internal consistency indexes whether a total test
score measures common skills rather than individual distinct ones. In

this study this means that all items should be meauring linguistic
skills and not, for example; intellectual functioyeing, or attitudes. The
index of reliability was determined for both the'eceptive and Expressive
Language Areas (Table 10) through computation of Hoyt's anova and Cron-
bach's

.040,



'11 e 10

Reliability for the Receptive and
ESLMI Expressive Subtests

A

Test

Items Mean

Coefficient Range

Hoyt's
anova

Sy.m
Cronbach
alpha

S.D.1 Low Hj.gh
Receptive

cAural Coly(prehensio. 27 19.46 4.67 0 26 .81 1.97
/

Structutal Compgiency
e

52

,

9.92 3.04 0 IS . .37 2.39

Informal ReadInventory 80 11.1A 6.61 0 22 .83 2.74 .74/ =

Total Test Statistics 159 , 39.78 9.31
*

18 58 .79 4.25 .21

f

Expressilt/

Oral ycreening 20 53.80 10.11 0 67 .92 2.75
Ac

OraT Competency 11.76 2.39 (Y) 16 .78 .96

Diqtation 7.73 2.92 0 12 .90 .74

Writing Sample 4 7.08 4.22 ON 15 .94 .86
04

'Total Test Statistics 31 80.37 13.89 19 99 .91 4.17 .67

n a
Standard DeViation

b
Standard Error of nasurement



Interra

tests_ For

were coei.ela

in order to es

half of the stu
obtaining inter

reliability was established onli for the expressive sub-

purpos.e, thp tenability of the ratings of three raters

on a sampleof 30 students. 'This prooedure was_followed
their'renahility in assessing students. App-mximately

ts tested 7.,,ere randomly selected to be subjects for

ter reliability (Table 11).

Table 11-

E5LAB interra er Reliability Süftirnary

Mean
Standard
Deviation

'Standard Error
of Measurement

Hoyt's'

Anova

Oral Screening 164.40 13.SO 5.96 .91

Oral Competency 75.63 5.85 2.85 .76

Dictation 23.03 7.25 1.97 .92

Writing 26.97 3.50 2.34 .51

n 30

Op the whole, the interrater reliability coefficients were quite,sig-
ni 'cant demonstrating a high degree of agreement among ilaters.

Overall, the seven subtests were reliable'with the exception of the
Structural Co7Tote , Test. On the basis of positive,content and predic-
tive validity resul s, it wasi-etained as part of the entire battery with
a strong recommendation forfield

Standard Error of Measurement (SEm). The SEm values for the Receptive
Tegts were Aural Comprehension 1.97, Structural Competency 2.39, and
IRI 2.74 with an overall veIue of 4.25.

The Expressive Area results were: Oral Screening Test 2.75, Oral
Competency Test .96, Dictation Exercise .74, and Writing Sample .86,with
a total score of 4.17. In both instances, values were fairly low indi-

cating the tests to be a fair asserent of student ability.

Sig ificance of the Study

The importanA of the study is thati'
an integrated criterion-referenced langua

it meets the ritical

e assessment battery; Cb)

c need

it provideS a basis for evaluating language areas that are significant

for learning to read in English; (c) it identifies indepen4edt, instruc-

tional, and frustfation levels for the purpose of grijupy4 students in

reading. Additionally, the use of the ESLAB provides curriculum devel-

opers with an understanding of achieved and non-achieved student skills,

and school systems with potential evaluative information of their bilin-

gual program.
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